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13Abstract

Q1

This paper reviews some foundational issues that we believe will affect the
14progress of CSCL over the next ten years. In particular, we examine the terms tech-
15nology, affordance, and infrastructure and we propose a relational approach to their
16use in CSCL. Following a consideration of networks, space, and trust as conditions
17of productive learning, we propose an indirect approach to design in CSCL. The
18work supporting this theoretical paper is based on the outcomes of two European
19research networks: E-QUEL, a network investigating e-quality in e-learning; and
20Kaleidoscope, a European Union Framework 6 Network of Excellence. In arguing
21for a relational understanding of affordance, infrastructure, and technology we also
22argue for a focus on what we describe as meso-level activity. Overall this paper does
23not aim to be comprehensive or summative in its review of the state of the art in
24CSCL, but rather to provide a view of the issues currently facing CSCL from a
25European perspective.
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29Introduction

30Because Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) is an emerging field
31of research and interest, it still struggles to find a provisional stability and even
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32continues to argue over its very name (Koschmann, 1996, 2001; Strijbos, Kirschner,
33& Martens, 2004). However, if we think of CSCL from a sociology of knowledge
34perspective we can see that CSCL has already emerged as a scientific field and a
35community complete with its own conferences, books, educational programs, and
36now a journal. The commonsense starting point in CSCL is that learning is social in
37nature, contextualized and situated in particular settings. The theoretical framework
38adopted in this paper can be described as socio-cultural, in a broad sense, in that it
39draws on the works of Vygotsky (1978), Leontjew (1977), Engeström (1987), Lave
40and Wenger (1991), Wenger (1998), Giddens (1984), Castells (1996/2000), Dewey
41(1916) and Negt (1975), among others. It should be noted that with regard to
42epistemology and methodology these traditions are in some ways contradictory, in
43the relation between subject and object, the level of analysis, and the understanding
44of technology, for example. As a consequence, there needs to be serious reflection
45on the ways in which it might be possible to solve these contradictions and on the
46consideration of whether it’s productive to try to solve them at all. Also arising from
47the very nature of the object of its research, the field of CSCL is interdisciplinary
48and naturally draws upon a variety of feeder disciplines such as education,
49anthropology, psychology, sociology, computer science, cognitive science, commu-
50nication, media, artificial intelligence, and informatics. Studies in CSCL are
51diverse in their contributions dealing with analysis, theory, modelling, construc-
52tion, and design. The methods applied in CSCL research stretch from controlled
53laboratory experiments on group collaboration to action-oriented, situated, social
54experiments designing for various forms of collaborative learning in a global
55digital networked setting. What knits the field together and what makes it special
56is the integration of the four fundamental concepts: computer, supported,
57collaborative, and learning.
58However, in some of the recent work reflecting on CSCL, including Koschmann
59(2001)Q3 –one of the founding fathers of CSCL-there is a questioning of the necessity
60of integrating technology into CSCL:

61‘‘CSCL research has the advantage of studying learning in settings in which
62learning is observably and accountably embedded in collaborative activity. Our
63concern, therefore, is with the unfolding process of meaning-making within these
64settings, not so-called ‘‘learning outcomes,’’ It is in this way that CSCL research
65represents a distinctive paradigm within IT. By this standard, a study that
66attempted to explicate how learners jointly accomplished some form of new
67learning would be a case of CSCL research, even if they were working in a setting
68that did not involve technological augmentation. On the other hand, a study that
69measured the effects of introducing some sort of CSCL application on learning
70(defined in traditional ways) would not.’’ (ibid. pp. 19)

72Strijbos et al. (2004, pp. 1 and pp. 246) make a somewhat different point, but one
73that also implies a non-technological emphasis. For these authors the emphasis in
74CSCL is on learning and the weakness in CSCL is in learning and educational design.
75Unlike Koschmann, we think it is both necessary and challenging to keep technology
76within our focus. Unlike Strijbos et al. we see the technological aspect as deeply
77integrated in a socio-cultural approach to the understanding of collaborative learning.
78The technology has to be taken seriously as a property, either symbolic or material—a
79set of tools which can afford meaning making—because this is precisely what makes
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80this research area special. In our opinion this is where CSCL has something profound
81to contribute to the field of learning.
82Much of the research that has taken place within CSCL has focused on the micro
83level of collaborative learning-on the collaborative learning taking place in single,
84small groups. Supplementing these approaches, we would like to argue for more
85focus on what we would call the meso level of collaborative learning:

86& On how to design for collaborative learning at the institutional level, in orga-
87nizations, school settings, and in networked learning environments,
88& On what the basic conditions are that allow for collaborative learning in these
89settings,
90& On how the technology and infrastructure affords, and mediates the learning
91taking place.

92The meso could be thought of as a level that was intermediate between small
93scale, local interaction and large-scale policy and institutional processes. We would
94argue that differentiating into levels assists us in identifying the detail of what
95otherwise might appear as a simple or monolithic social system. We would also
96suggest that it is possible to use levels and the distinctions between macro, meso
97and micro levels in a more analytic way. In this form, meso is an element of a
98relational perspective in which the levels are not abstract universal properties but
99descriptive of the relationships between separable elements of a social setting. The
100term micro identifies small group interaction with a highly local (not necessarily
101spatially local) setting. Meso would identify interactions in and with the settings
102beyond the small group, but still with a local focus that was open to routine control
103and intervention. Macro would identify the level of interaction beyond meso that
104was general in character (even if represented locally) and not open to routine
105control such that it could on most occasions, be treated as a given. In this sense
106meso points to the place of social practice as the locus in which broader social
107processes are located in small, local group activity (Schatzki, 1996; Schatzki, Cetina,
108& von Savigny, 2001). This suggested link with social practice also links the idea of a
109meso level of analysis with previous work in cognate research areas such as CSCW.
110In CSCW organizational concerns have been more generally addressed than in
111CSCL (e.g., Harper, Randall, & Rouncefield, 2000). The link to social practice also
112provides a bridge to broader concerns with organizations (e.g., Orlikowski, 2000;
113Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). Such factors as we identify at the meso level
114have been investigated previously in CSCL research, most notably in cultural
115historical activity systems terms. Activity systems are not restricted to a micro level
116and could, in theory, apply to all of the levels we identify above (Engeström, 1987,
1171999, 2001).
118Following from this approach, we would like to throw light on the field of CSCL
119making use of the theoretical lenses of educational research, human centered
120informatics, and the social sciences more generally. In doing so:

121First of all, the right vocabulary is necessary for thinking about the phenomena
122that occur on levels of analysis that we are not familiar with discussing. In
123addition, we need appropriate conceptual resources and analytic perspectives.
124This is what is meant here by theory. Philosophy used to provide such intellectual
125tools, but recently this has become a task for interdisciplinary sciences. (Stahl,
1262006, pp. 306)
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127In the following, we are not providing a theory, but in line with Stahl we would
128like to contribute to the collaborative process of establishing a meaningful
129conceptual framework for the understanding of conditions for productive learning
130in networked learning environments. In order to understand the new emerging
131practices in this area and to be able to contribute to the productive development of
132them, we must develop conceptual tools. This is even more necessary because of the
133interdisciplinary nature of the field. Integrating concepts from different disciplines
134involves a cost in terms of the intellectual work necessary to ensure that the
135historically embedded meaning travels with the concepts, and that the concepts are
136rethought and integrated in the perspective of the new practices and the insights
137from neighboring disciplines. We will focus on two sets of issues: technology
138affordances and infrastructure; and networks, space and ethics. The first set of issues
139is highly general and relates to the theoretical lenses that we might adopt in relation
140to CSCL. It is our contention that these issues can all be understood using a
141relational point of view and would benefit from an explicit consideration of meso-
142level activity. The second set of issues moves towards the objects of research for
143CSCL. These have emerged in our work as being crucial to an understanding of the
144conditions for productive learning in networked learning environments.

145Background

146This paper emerges out of two European research networks and some of the projects
147related to them. The first of these networks, E-QUEL, an acronym which stands for
148‘‘e-quality in e-learning,’’ aimed to develop a virtual center of excellence for
149innovation and research in networked learning for higher and post-compulsory
150education (http://www.equel.net/). The E-QUEL network brought together research-
151ers and practitioners from 14 institutions across Europe in six different countries and
152finished its funded work in 2004. The project was organized so that each of the
153partners worked in plenary sessions and assigned themselves to seven different
154significant interest groups (SIGs), each of which reported through a position paper at
155the conclusion of the project and a final dissemination event held at the Networked
156Learning conference held at Lancaster University, April 5–7, 2004 (http://www.shef.
157ac.uk/nlc2004).
158The second network is called Kaleidoscope; a European Union funded Network of
159Excellence that aims to integrate 76 research units from across Europe (http://
160www.noe-kaleidoscope.org). The network was established in January, 2004 and it has
161a funded duration extending to December, 2007. This large network consisting of 23
162partner countries is engaged in a wide range of activities. This article largely reflects
163work conducted as part of one of the network’s projects: ‘‘Conditions of productive
164learning in networked learning environments.’’ It is also informed by the broader
165work of the network, such as participation in the CSCL SIG and in the activities of the
166Virtual Doctoral School.
167The work conducted in these two networks has informed our ideas in two separable
168ways. At a general level, the issues we identify arose out of the discussions that took
169place within the networks. At a more particular level, we illustrate some aspects of
170our argument with studies that were introduced as case studies by network partners.
171All the issues addressed here have emerged in our work as crucial to understanding
172the conditions for productive learning in networked learning environments.
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173Technology, Affordances, Institutions and Infrastructure

174We argue that the concept of technology and the relationship between the design of
175technology and the use of technology is a crucial issue within the CSCL community.
176Vygotsky’s socio-cultural approach, suggesting that tools fundamentally mediate
177higher mental functioning and human action, is a deeply accepted stance and at
178times it is even taken for granted in the CSCL community (Vygotsky, 1978; Cole,
1791996; Kaptelinin, Danielsson, & Hedestig, 2004). Human action employs means of
180mediation and these means shape actions in crucial ways. In education it is common
181to focus on how information and communication technology (ICT) functions as a
182tool for the appropriation and understanding of conceptual knowledge (Säljö, 1999).
183It is not necessarily useful to categorize mediating means into external or technical
184tools on the one hand, and internal or intellectual tools on the other. These
185functions and uses are in constant flux and transform as the activity unfolds
186(Engeström, 1999). Tools such as maps, written documents, technical drawings, etc.
187are not simply a mental function; they also have a clear material form. As such, they
188persist, continuing to exist as physical objects even when they are not incorporated
189into the flow of action (Wertsch, 1998). Both the material and symbolic properties of
190tools are seen as having important implications for understanding how internal
191processes come into existence and operate. Fjuk and Berge, in a case study
192presented as part of our Kaleidoscope activity, argue that in order to understand
193these processes, analysis and design must consider the individual learner in her/his
194concrete situation and the mediational means that are employed (2004). Fjuk and
195Berge argue that it is important for systems developers to understand the
196incorporated role of artifacts in networked learning environments. This means
197going beyond the operational functionality of a particular technology and
198considering the constellation of artifacts in relation to the specific conditions in a
199setting and the objectives of the activity.
200The focus on social practice links this work to a similar position elaborated by
201Orlikowski (2000). Orlikowski suggests making an analytical distinction between
202the use of technology, what people actually do with technology, and its
203artifactual character: the bundle of material and symbolic properties packaged
204in some socially recognizable form, e.g., hardware, software, techniques, etc.
205(Orlikowski, 2000, pp. 408). Through a theoretical and empirical analysis, she
206demonstrates that the same artifact used in different institutional contexts and by
207different social actors can evoke very different actions. Theoretically, these
208different processes are explained by Orlikowski using structuration theory
209(Giddens, 1984), and she makes a distinction between two discrete approaches
210(Orlikowski, 2000, pp. 405):

211a) An approach which posits technology as embodying structures (built in by
212designers during technological development), which are then appropriated by
213users during their use of the technology.
214b) A practice-oriented understanding where structures are emergent. Structures
215grow out of recursive interactions between people, technologies, and social
216action in which it is not the properties of the technology, per se, which structure
217the practice. Rather, it is through a recurrent and situated practice over time, a
218process of enactment, that people constitute and reconstitute a structure of
219technology use (Orlikowski, 2000, pp. 410).
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220The practice-oriented structuration approach to technology presented by
221Orlikowski in (b) suggests that although the technology embodies particular symbolic
222and material properties, the technology in itself is not a structure that determines the
223use and the users. Rather, the opposite is true: the structure-understood as resources
224and rules-is instantiated and emerges through the user’s responses and enactment in
225relation to the technological artifact. We would go on to argue, however, that
226Orlikowski may present too strong a contrast between the two approaches sum-
227marized in a) and b) above. Seen from the practice of design, technologies do indeed
228embody features and properties and they also carry meaning. Having been designed
229with certain purposes in mind, certain understandings of communication, interaction
230and collaboration were embedded in the design process. There are many examples of
231this within education. The design of virtual learning environments reflect certain
232models and understandings of communication, interaction, collaboration, teaching,
233and learning and they provide particular functionalities (Tolsby, Nyvang, &
234Dirckinck<Holmfeld, 2002). Although these might vary in flexibility and in
235adaptability, the information architecture embodies particular symbolic and material
236properties. These properties are not determinant of the use made of them—here we
237agree with Orlikowski—but they make available certain features that can become
238affordances in use, and make some kind of practice more available than others. How
239the technology is enacted is therefore closely related to the properties, social as well as
240technical, which are reified in the design. (For more on this discussion, see also Stahl,
2412006, esp. Chpts. 13 & 16). For CSCL it becomes an interesting research question to
242ask both how technologies are taken into use in ways related to what may be
243thought of as their technological affordances (see below), and also how they are
244reconfigured by users in varying situations and institutional contexts, including how
245users find creative ways to deal with inappropriate design.
246This problem raises a question about the level of analysis being used and it would
247be reasonable to ask the question: ‘‘Do meso-level processes show up in micro-level
248analyses?’’ Our answer is that, in principle, macro- and meso-level processes will be
249available within micro-level interaction. However, we argue that on its own, the
250availability for analysis of interaction related to other levels is not enough. We argue
251that you need a theoretical approach that explicitly takes the meso level into
252account, not just in terms of explanations but also to direct attention to those
253features of a setting that may remain invisible while attention is focused on macro-
254or micro-level analysis. Therefore, analysis focused at the meso level also has to take
255account of both macro- and micro-level processes. Indeed, we argue that analysis at
256the meso level can help to link processes at the other two levels together.
257Another way to deal with this question is to examine how we conceptualize
258technology. In her paper, Orlikowski (2000) counterposes technology thought of as:

259a) ‘‘an identifiable, relatively durable entity, a physically, economically, politically,
260and socially organized phenomenon in space-time’’–a technological artifact.
261b) ‘‘a repeatedly experienced, personally ordered and edited version of the
262technological artifact’’–technology in use (Orlikowski, pp. 408).

263She makes it clear that this distinction is analytic rather than ontological in
265character but our work leads us to question the usefulness of this distinction in
266relation to certain kinds of technology. In particular we wonder whether the Web or
267Internet can usefully be thought of as technological artifacts in relation to CSCL. We
268would support the general position that Orlikowski seeks to maintain, but we are
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269concerned that conceptions that apply the metaphor of artifact to large, complex and
270composite forms such as the Web and Internet are in danger of reifying a deeply
271reflexive phenomenon. In important ways the Web and Internet do not fully conform
272to Orlikowski’s criteria. Though relatively durable, they are constantly in flux; though
273organized, they show an uncommon self-organizational capacity; they are a network
274form, rather than stable economic, political and social forms. This dynamic form
275suggests that we cannot treat the Web or Internet as a technological artifact, but we
276can presume that these forms exist significantly at the macro-level of analysis. That is,
277although deeply reflexive they are beyond routine control or influence. At the meso
278level, the deployment of Web and Internet technologies in the form of intranets,
279virtual or managed learning environments, etc. brings these complex forms to a level
280in which routine control and influence may indeed be possible and the technology is
281always a repeatedly experienced and edited version. At the micro level we would
282point to the ways in which Web and Internet technologies become part of the local
283and particular interactions. At the micro level of interaction technology is always
284technology in use. We suggest that the concept of technology, and in particular the
285concept of technological artifacts, is an area ripe for further CSCL research, especially
286in relation to large-scale and composite technological forms such as the Web and
287Internet and the way in which they impact at different levels of analysis.

288Affordance

289The concept of affordance has been central to thinking about technology within the
290CSCL tradition and beyond. The idea of affordance has been applied to technology
291in the sense that:

292‘‘technologies possess different affordances, and these affordances constrain the
293ways that they can possibly be Fwritten_ or Fread_.’’ (Hutchby, 2001, pp. 447)

295The concept of affordance, used in this way, allows for the possibility that
296technologies can have effects on users and that particular technologies can constrain
297users in definite ways. The idea has its origins in the work of Gibson (1977) who was
298interested in the psychology of perception. Gibson argued for a non-dualist
299understanding of perception. His main interest was studying perception as an
300integrated or ecological activity. Affordances in Gibson’s view might vary in relation
301to the nature of the user but they were not freely variable; the affordances of a rock
302differed from those of a stream, even though different animals might see the
303affordances of each differently. Gibson’s view is strongly relational and differs in
304significant ways from the later application of the idea of affordance by Norman
305(1990, 1999). Donald Norman takes an essentialist and dualist approach in which
306technologies possess affordances and users perceive them. Arguably, Gaver (1996)
307developed a position that is more aligned with Gibson’s original idea, and in his
3081996 paper Gaver clearly argues for an ecological and relational perspective close to
309the one presented here. Nonetheless, it remains the case that Gaver argues that on
310the one hand, objects have affordances, and on the other that they are made
311available through perception. This is a clearly dualist outlook and subsequent
312appreciation of his work has largely identified this aspect rather than his ecological
313and relational remarks. All three authors have recently been reviewed by Kirschner,
314Strijbos, and Martens (2004), who emphasize the distinction added by Norman
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315between an affordance as a property possessed by an entity and an affordance as it is
316perceived. Kirschner et al. (2004) suggests that educational researchers and
317designers are not dealing with the affordances of technologies themselves; rather
318they are dealing with the perceptible (Gaver, 1996) or the perceived (Norman, 1990,
3191999). In both Norman’s and Gaver’s view, the link between an affordance and
320action is one that relies upon the perception-action coupling.
321Kirschner et al. (2004) proposed a six-stage model for a design framework based on
322affordances. This sophisticated and detailed model categorizes affordances as
323educational, social, and technological. Educational affordances are defined as ‘‘those
324characteristics of an artifact that determine if and how a particular learning behavior
325could be enacted within a given context.’’ (Kirschner et al., 2004, pp. 14). Social
326affordances are defined as ‘‘properties of a CSCL environment that act as social-
327contextual facilitators relevant for the learner’s social interaction.’’ (2004, pp.15).
328For technological affordances, the definition relies on Norman and technological
329affordances are ‘‘perceived and actual properties of a thing, primarily those
330fundamental properties that determine how the thing could possibly be used.’’
331(2004, pp.16). It can be seen that all three definitions rely upon an essential reading
332of affordance, on the properties and characteristics of CSCL environments, artifacts,
333and things. In all types of affordance considered by Kirschner et al., the property of
334having an affordance lies within the thing, environment or artifact, even if the
335affordance relies on these features being perceived (2004).
336The view of affordance that we have begun to consider and would propose to the
337CSCL community is one that returns to a Gibsonian view and extends the ecological
338stance found in Gaver (1996): a view that treats affordance as a relational property. In
339this view, affordance is not simply a property of an artifact alone, but it is a Freal_
340property of the world in interaction. In this way of thinking about affordances,
341properties exist in relationships between artifacts and active agents, which would
342include animate actors and, following Actor Network Theory, inanimate actants,
343even though there are distinctions between these different active agents in terms of
344intentionality. This view is non-essentialist, non-dualist and does not rely on a strong
345notion of perception. Affordances in this view could be discerned in a relationship
346between different elements in a setting whether or not the potential user of an
347affordance perceives the affordance.
348In educational settings we are likely to be concerned with reflexive social
349relationships. For example, in a CSCL setting a task set for formative or summative
350assessment can provide the affordance of focusing group activity around which
351collaboration can occur. A relational view of affordance would suggest that we could
352analytically discern features of the setting apart from the perceptions of particular
353groups of users. Any actual group of users would have varied understandings and
354draw out different meanings from the setting, but designers can only have direct
355influence over those abstract elements that may become affordances in the
356relationship between the task and the participants. An example of such relational
357thinking can be found in Kreijens and Kirschner (2004). They point to the affordance
358of proximity in encouraging face-to-face interaction such as that associated with
359coffee machines/water coolers. They point to the need for teleproximity in computer
360networks, a simulacrum of actual proximity using designed features in digital
361environments. The affordances of both proximity and teleproximity rely on the
362relationship between participants rather than being a feature of any particular
363participant or a feature of the digital or physical environment.
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364We would argue that such a reading of affordance, alongside a view of analytic
365levels, allows the dynamic appropriation of artifacts in settings to be a central focus of
366research without losing sight of the design requirement to develop relatively fixed
367forms for a design, knowing that the interpretation and enactment of the design will
368be contingent and subject to interpretation in the interactions in any given setting.

369Institutions

370Implementation of CSCL in higher education is a complex task involving manage-
371ment, administration, and ICT support as well as teachers and learners. The envi-
372ronment students inhabit is now a dense interconnection between many technologies
373in what have been described as students’ Flearning nests_ (Crook, 2002). The student
374experience is developed through activity using mobile phones, SMS and voice,
375instant messaging, institutional Virtual Learning Environments (VLE), and a
376variety of access points for digital resources including journal articles and e-books.
377The practices of teaching staff are influenced in lecture theatres and classroom
378settings by the availability of technical resources, such as digital projectors and
379network links. Research in CSCL recognizes that influences on practice arise from
380organizational as well as pedagogical perspectives (Collis & Moonen, 2001;
381Dirckinck<Holmfeld & Fibiger, 2002). Despite these contributions, however, the
382implications beyond the practice of the individual teacher or small groups of
383teachers are still relatively vague. Change nevertheless involves processes well
384beyond the individual or small group.
385In a recent case study of a Masters-level program developed as part of our work,
386Jones (2004b) argues that obtaining a single login to enable all students in a distance-
387education program to access library-like digital resources is a multi-level problem.
388Jones (2004b) argues that the technology does not present itself as a simple
389technological artifact; rather the technology is immediately a socially-mediated form.
390At a macro level the required digital resources are enmeshed in a legal framework of
391ownership concerned with property rights. Access to the materials and resources
392available for teaching and learning is not a simple matter as some of the materials that
393appear freely on the web are ephemeral with links moving or disappearing on a
394regular basis. Secure resources have to be embedded in an institutional and
395organizational infrastructure that takes on some of the roles, such as preservation,
396that libraries have hitherto fulfilled. This institutional support may be external to the
397university and even the educational sector, as with materials supplied by government,
398NGOs, and corporations. When resources become organizationally supported they
399often disappear from the Web’s open access behind password protection. The
400creation of a single log-on authentication for staff and students and a public
401Fcommons_ for educational materials is a political, legal, and social process well
402beyond the control of single educational programs. The significance of meso-level
403activity, focusing on organization and technical provision in departments, faculties,
404and entire universities in this multi-level process is very high and conditions the range
405of choices available at a micro level.

406Infrastructure

407In common usage, infrastructure refers to the generally subordinate and relatively
408permanent parts of an undertaking. In a city we might think of roads, the sewage
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409system, the water supply, the electricity or gas utilities, and the communications
410systems such as telephone lines. Infrastructures for CSCL, and learning more gen-
411erally, might include the provision of ICT as it is closely related to the organizational
412and institutional factors mentioned above. In a sense, the infrastructures are the
413working out of institutional processes in relation to available technologies. Earlier we
414noted that it was difficult to consider technological forms such as the Internet and
415Web as artifacts. We would suggest that one way of considering such amalgams, such
416composites of technologies, is as infrastructures. Recently the notion of a ‘‘learning
417oriented’’ infrastructure has been introduced, relating more general ideas of
418technological infrastructures to the specific practices of learning (Lipponen &
419Lallimo, 2004).
420Nyvang and Bygholm (2004), in a case study of a campus-based networked learning
421environment developed for presentation in the Kaleidoscope network, draw on the
422works of Star and Ruhleder (1994, 1996). They suggest that we interpret ICT in use as
423infrastructures that both shape and are shaped by practice. They go on to propose that
424we understand infrastructure as a relational concept. ‘‘Thus we ask, when-not what-is
425an infrastructure.’’ (Star & Ruhleder, 1996, pp. 113). This understanding of infra-
426structure has strong resonance with the earlier accounts of technology and affordance,
427and we would suggest that the infrastructure for CSCL is a location in which these
428general issues find focus for research. Infrastructures are concerned with the design of
429complex environments rather than singular tools or artifacts, environments that are
430informed by pedagogical and organizational understandings of practice. We return to
431the issue of design when we discuss the issue of design in relation to space and place.
432Our argument here, following work by Guribye (Guribye, Andreassen, & Wasson,
4332003; Guribye, 2005), is that infrastructure can best be understood in a similar way
434to that suggested for affordance: as relational and ecological.
435We have argued that technology, affordance, institution and infrastructure are
436terms that the CSCL community may need to revisit. We have suggested that all
437four may be better understood using a relational perspective. We have also set out a
438number of ways in which we think this approach may lead to new research
439directions. The idea of technology and, in particular, the idea of technological
440artifacts is an area ripe for further CSCL research. We argue that technology and
441the affordances that may emerge in its use are factors that require investigation at a
442more meso level than has been usual in CSCL.

443Conditions for Productive Learning: Networks, Places and Ethics

444This section examines three issues as examples of areas that need further research in
445CSCL from different levels of analysis. The first examines the capacity that networks
446have at a general level to influence learning. We suggest that networks are implicated
447in the patterning of forms related to digital technologies—the Web and Internet, for
448example—with embedded features linking individuals, groups, and institutions across
449time and space in ways that influence the broad conditions for learning. The second
450issue examines questions related to design in such environments. Design in this sense
451concerns both task and spatial design and, using the example of space and place in
452networked settings, argues for the appropriateness of an indirect notion of design for
453networked learning. Finally we examine the question of ethics. This discussion
454focuses on the social dimension of activity in networks and relates to the discussion of
455the meaning of collaboration and communities of practice.
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456Networks and Networked Learning

457Castells (1996, 2000) writes about inclusion/exclusion in networks and the
458architecture of relationships between networks, enacted by information technolo-
459gies, which configure the dominant processes and functions in our societies. Castells,
460following Wellman (Wellman, Quan-Haase, Boase, Chen, Hampton, Isla de Diaz, &
461Miyata, 2003), has described the form of sociality in network society as one of
462Fnetworked individualism_ (Castells, 2001, pp. 129 ff). On the one hand, the new
463economy is organized around global networks of capital, management, and
464information, whose access to technological know-how is at the root of productivity
465and competitiveness:

466‘‘Business firms and, increasingly, organizations and institutions are organized in
467networks of variable geometry whose intertwining supersedes the traditional
468distinction between corporations and small business, cutting across sectors, and
469spreading along different geographical clusters of economic units’’ (Castells,
4701996, pp. 502)

472On the other hand he claims that the work process is increasingly individualized:

473‘‘Labour is disaggregated in its performance, and reintegrated in its outcome
474through a multiplicity of interconnected tasks in different sites, ushering in a new
475division of labour based on the attributes/capacities of each worker rather than
476the organization of the task’’ (1996, pp. 502)

478This overall trend in societal development raises fundamental questions about the
479relationships between the networked society and the organization of learning
480environments within formal education. The term networked individualism suggests
481that it is possible to take a critical approach to theories of community based on
482consensus, without ruling out the possibility of communication and dialogue. In
483particular, Fnetworked individualism_ suggests that it is possible for subjects to
484communicate from their own unique, socially situated positions. It also suggests that a
485community is reconfigured in networks so that different aspects of the community are
486supplemented whilst others are decreased. It is an interesting research question
487whether the Internet will help foster more densely knit communities or whether it will
488encourage sparser, loose-knit formations. We believe it is a significant question for
489CSCL whether the designs of networked learning environments have to, or perhaps
490should, reflect the trend towards Fnetworked individualism_ or, on the other hand,
491whether CSCL could serve as a counter practice offering opportunities for developing
492collaborative dependencies in networked learning environments.
493The idea of networked learning has developed some force within European
494research, expressed in a number of publications and a series of international
495conferences. One definition of network learning from this tradition is that:

496Networked learning is learning in which information and communication
497technology (ICT) is used to promote connections: between one learner and
498other learners, between learners and tutors; between a learning community and
499its learning resources (Jones, 2004b, pp. 1).

501The central term in this definition is connections. This definition takes a relational
502stance in which learning takes place in relation to others and also in relation to
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503learning resources. Networked learning differs in this way from CSCL and
504Communities of Practice in that it does not privilege strong relationships, such as
505cooperation and collaboration, or the close relations of community and unity of
506purpose. Unlike CSCL and Communities of Practice this definition of networked
507learning draws particular attention to the place of learning resources and peer
508learners in relational terms (for further elaboration of this view see Jones, 2004a,
5092004c; and Jones & Esnault, 2004).
510European research and practice has been heavily influenced by Communities of
511Practice thinking, and other learning environments for professionals have built more
512explicitly on ideas of Communities of Practice and the pedagogical principles of
513collaborative learning. This trend is evident, for instance, in the form of problem—
514and project-based learning: encouraging and expecting students to work together and
515to rely on interdependencies among students (see, for example, Dirckinck<Holmfeld,
5162002; and Fjuk & Dirckinck<Holmfeld, 1997). The concept of Communities of
517Practice has developed from the apprenticeship model proposed by Brown, Collins,
518and Duguid (1989), and is most commonly associated with the work of Etienne
519Wenger (1998).
520For Wenger, networks are not necessarily in opposition to the ideas of
521Communities of Practice. Wenger suggests that a network with strong ties resembles
522a community.

523‘‘Communities of practice could in fact be viewed as nodes of _strong ties_ in
524interpersonal networks’’ (1998, pp. 283)

526However, he also stresses the difference in purpose:

527‘‘...but again the emphasis is different. What is of interest for me is not so much
528the nature of interpersonal relationships through which information flows as the
529nature of what is shared and learned and becomes a source of cohesion-that is,
530the structure and content of practice’’ (1998, pp. 283)

532In other words, Wenger is not only concerned with the flow of information
533between nodes; he also emphasizes the differences in what flows across the
534network. Communities of Practice are characterized by three related structural
535properties—a shared enterprise, mutual engagement, and a shared repertoire
536(Wenger, 1998, pp. 72)—while networks are characterized as interconnected nodes
537(Castells, 1996/2000), or the connections between learners, learners and tutors, and
538between a learning community and its resources (Jones, 2004b, pp. 1). As such,
539networked learning is concerned with establishing connections and relationships
540whereas a learning environment based on Communities of Practice is concerned
541with the establishment of a shared practice. An area of common ground between
542network analysis and Communities of Practice may be found in the idea of networks
543of practice, proposed by Brown and Duguid (2001) to deal with relationships that
544are too broad and diffuse to be considered Communities of Practice.
545The case studies we drew upon in our work provided contrasting examples. In some
546learning environments this issue is dealt with by a combination of the networked
547perspective alongside a community of practice, in the sense that the individual learner
548is supported in relating learning to his/her work practices, which are seen as the
549primary community of practice (Jones, 2004b). In other learning environments,
550however, different means are used, such as team based project work in order to not
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551only design for and facilitate connections between students and between facilitators
552and their learning resources, but also to establish true interdependencies and mutual
553engagement between all participants, such as peer students, teachers, and facilitators
554(Dirckinck<Holmfeld, Sorensen, Ryberg, & Buus, 2004).
555The notion of networked learning and the practical application of the design of
556networked learning environments raise several questions:

557& Should researchers, in CSCL and education more generally, serve as critical
558opponents to the overall trends in the networked society as expressed by Castells
559(1996, 2000) and stand up against ‘‘networked individualism,’’ or should the
560design of CSCL and education reflect these trends?
561& Which models-networked or community of practice models—are more produc-
562tive with respect to the learning of the individual participant, and under what
563conditions? Is it, for example, more productive for busy professionals to be
564organized through a pedagogical model based on relatively weak ties among the
565participants, or is it more productive to be organized in accordance with a
566pedagogical model facilitating the development of the strong ties in a community
567of practice?

568The theoretical approach based on the metaphor of networks is one that has a
569strong resonance with the relational approach suggested earlier.

570Space and Place in Networked Environments

571Several authors have in recent years pointed to the need to distinguish between space
572and place in computer networked environments (see, for example, Goodyear, Jones,
573Asensio, Hodgson, & Steeples, 2001; Jamieson, Taylor, Fisher, Trevitt, & Gilding,
5742000; Ryberg & Ponti, 2004). Goodyear et al. (2001, Part 8) claim that we should not
575try to design the elements that are most closely involved in learning itself. In Fig. 1
576below, Goodyear et al. suggest that designers can design for organizations, tasks, and
577spaces but it is participants who make them into communities, activities, and places.
578Perhaps even more importantly the figure suggests no known link to learning itself,
579either for the designer or the participant. The authors suggest that the learners them-

Fig. 1 Design an indirect approach Goodyear et al. 2001
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580selves should have some capacity to adapt and reconfigure what teachers and
581designers create for them. They argue that it is appropriate to try to design learning
582spaces (the physical learning environment, including all the artifacts which embody
583‘‘content’’) but they point out that we should expect students to customize these
584designed learning spaces and make their own ‘‘local habitations’’ or ‘‘nests’’ (Nardi &
585O’Day, 1999; Crook, 2002). More generally, they argue for a distinction to be made
586between space, understood as a relatively stable and potentially designed envi-
587ronment, and place, understood as contingent and locally inhabited.
588The distinction between space and place is connected in significant ways to the
589earlier discussions of technology, affordance, and networks. Participants in a
590computer network are simultaneously situated at a real point in time and space
591and displaced from that point in a space configured through the network. Ryberg
592and Ponti (2004), writing from within the Kaleidoscope project, are interested in the
593development of social context in networked environments. They comment on Lash
594(2001) who argues that networks are non-places.

595‘‘Technological forms of life are disembedded, they are somehow Flifted out._ As
596lifted out, they take on increasingly less and less the characteristic of any
597particular place, and can be anyplace or indeed no place. This lifted-out space of
598placelessness is a generic space... It is not any particular space, but a generic
599space. Its context is no context at all. Its difference is indifference... The Internet
600is a generic space. It is no particular space. Indeed, networks are themselves by

definition lifted-out spaces.’’ (Lash, 2001, pp.113)
602

603Ryberg and Ponti ask the question:

604‘‘If networks are non-places, with no context at all, how can we create a social
context to support interaction and sociability?’’ Ryberg and Ponti (2004, pp. 2)

606

607Drawing a distinction between space and place, Ryberg and Ponti quote Harrison
608and Dourish (1996) ‘‘space is the opportunity, place is the understood reality.’’
609The distinction between space and place is fundamentally rooted in the shift
610toward networked environments and is one example of the set of problems in which
611designers only have an indirect control over the intended outcomes of their design.
612Indeed, we argue that this fundamental design problem could be useful in specifying
613a more general case for the ways in which design can be thought of in CSCL. It is
614also related to the notion of space as produced through interactions between
615individuals and institutions, rather than thinking of space as simply given. This point
616would be true of all spaces, and would not simply apply to virtual spaces (see, for
617example, Lefebre, 1991Q4 ; and Urry, 2000). Overall, we argue that the notion of space
618and place is a problem area that could have significance for CSCL in its own right as
619well as practical implications in terms of design in that it illustrates a wider point
620with major significance concerning the indirect nature of design in networked
621learning environments and the dependencies of design on social context, types of
622organization, and enacted practice.

623Ethical Issues in CSCL

624Collaboration is not simply a technical, pedagogic, or pragmatic concern.
625Collaboration includes an ethical dimension, both in terms of the rationale for its
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626use and in terms of the conditions for its success. The question, ‘‘why collaborate?’’
627cannot simply be answered by measures of success such as learning outcomes or
628considerations of alignment with effective learning goals. Collaboration has an
629ethical dimension that speaks to the ways in which we choose to structure our social
630lives. Too often collaboration is reduced to narrow concerns that ignore this ethical
631choice. This can lead to those involved in a CSCL environment to not appreciate the
632rationale behind activity and compare it unfavorably with individualized and
633transmissive methods that flow from different ethical positions.
634In terms of the considerations for the successful use of CSCL, the question of
635trust is central. Trust has been identified as an ethical question at the heart of
636communication:

637‘‘Regardless of how varied the communication between persons may be, it always
638involves the risk of one person daring to lay him or herself open to the other in
639the hope of a response. This is the essence of communication and it is the

fundamental phenomenon of ethical life.’’ (Løgstrup, 1997, pp. 17)
641

642In work related to the Kaleidoscope network, Rasmussen (2004) has argued from
643this position that this:

644‘‘...is not a question of a concept of trust which stands or falls on whether or not it is
645honoured. It is a matter of the simple form of trust expressed by the fact that we

cannot avoid surrendering to each other.’’ (Rasmussen, 2004, pp. 4)
647

648CSCL and collaborative activity more generally is a public and an accountable
649activity in which those active are potentially subject to surveillance (see below) and
650as such the issue of trust becomes central.
651Furthermore, Rasmussen argues that this ethical demand can only be honored
652spontaneously. As soon as we begin to think about whether we are really acting as
653we ought, the focus moves towards ourselves and away from acting exclusively in
654relation to the other person. This ethical requirement for spontaneity can come into
655conflict with the modern demand for self-reflection. In educational terms, we often
656require our students to be critically reflective in relation to their own work and the
657work of others. The question then arises as to how this might affect trust in CSCL
658environments. In so far as we require actions which are engaged in as a duty, these
659actions may lose in spontaneity and in trustworthiness, elements that are central to
660trust and, as a consequence, to collaboration. Also, if free communication relies
661upon spontaneous action and the ability to lay oneself open to others, how much
662does the planned nature of many CSCL environments and the pedagogic
663requirement for reflection affect collaboration and communication, and how might
664we design CSCL environments to reflect this ethical concern?
665A second area of ethical issues, arising out of the social and collaborative issue of
666trust and affecting the conditions for productive learning concerns surveillance and
667control. Writers from the tradition of Foucault point to CSCL environments as
668environments in which participants are aware that their actions are under
669surveillance (see, for example, Land & Bayne, 2005; and Rasmussen, 2004).
670Surveillance comes from other participants in an equal power situation and often
671from others who are in a position of actual or potential control (e.g., teachers or
672managers of the teaching program). Land and Bayne point out that for the tutor, as
673constituted in the discourse and practices of computer mediated environments, they
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674are both Fseers_ of their students and Fseen_ by their managers in an increasing
675process of accountability in education (2005). This would suggest that participants
676would generally conduct themselves in accordance with the perceived norms of the
677environment and attempt to conceal actions that step outside of the accepted norms.
678An example of how issues of trust impact on learning in networked environments
679can be found in the work done by the moderator in networked learning environ-
680ments. Salmon argues that successful learning is the result of networking, but it is
681crucial that networking occur within a safe space:

682‘‘[s]uccess in using CMC seems to come where most networking occurs and
683where there is openness and freedom to explore with little risk attached.’’

(Salmon, 2000)
685

686Part of the moderator’s role, according to Salmon, is the creation of this safe
687space, and to address any concerns or fears that the learners may have. Trust is a
688central element in the provision of both a safe environment for learners and the
689conditions for communication and collaboration. An interesting research question
690for CSCL might be how the condition of trust affects different types of relationships.
691It is by no means obvious that the weak links identified in network analysis are any
692less dependant upon trust. Indeed, the maintenance of weak links may require a
693high degree of trust just as much as the strong links of community and collaboration.
694The ethical question of trust may however, be in tension with Castell’s notion of
695networked individualism. The ethical confrontation (and ethical practice) as
696embedded in computer-supported collaborative learning is an overlooked feature,
697which we argue should receive greater attention.

698A Relational Approach and Indirect Design

699Throughout this article we have argued for what we refer to as a relational approach.
700This argument has been developed in relation to the uses of the terms technology and
701affordance in particular. At this point we wish to clarify what a relational approach
702might involve and how it might result in a research agenda for CSCL. At a general
703level, the key to the position we argue is that it is a non-dualist understanding of
704technologies and their affordances. This approach is not in itself novel and builds, as
705we noted in the introduction, upon the broad socio-cultural tradition. We do not
706believe that we can think of technologies as being artifacts in any normal sense of the
707word. An artifact distinguishes those features of the world that are the products of
708human activity from those that are naturally occurring. We are interested in a
709different distinction: that between things, conceived of as facts external to human
710interpretation, and the nature of those features of the world that are always subject
711to interpretation. A dualist approach suggests that technologies exist separately from
712interpretations of them and that such technologies possess affordances. The other
713aspect of this dualism is that the technology or affordance has to be brought into the
714human mind through perception. An alternative to this view could be a radical social
715constructivism and relativism that claimed that all features of the world have to be
716constructed by an active human engagement with them and that there are no definite
717and discernable features fixed in the world beyond human thought. The position we
718argue for is one that adopts a relational view, a view that neither accepts external
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719features in the world as fixed, nor adopts relativism. A relational view suggests that
720technology and its affordances exist in the relationships between people and the
721material world. Technologies do not have affordance within them, affordances occur
722in relationships with active agents or actants.
723The implications of this dualism for research in the CSCL tradition are to extend
724and deepen aspects that are already present rather than to present a unique
725approach. The two key areas we point to are the idea of a meso-level approach to
726research and an indirect approach to design. We argue that while in principle all
727levels that can be distinguished analytically will be present in observed social
728interaction, being present is not sufficient to make them available for research. We
729noted earlier that macro- and meso-level processes will be available within micro-
730level interaction. The point we make is that while they are available, they have to be
731made visible within a research framework. Making the meso level visible, we
732suggest, is particularly important at this point in the development of the CSCL
733tradition because of the increasing importance of the technological and social
734infrastructure in which CSCL activity is embedded. This point came out clearly from
735the case studies presented in the Kaleidoscope project. For example:

736‘‘ICT in itself is thus not sufficient for an infrastructure-it has to be integrated in
737and support practice. The findings we have discussed in this paper show
738challenges to the emergence of an educational infrastructure. As for the solution
739and further work with the concrete problems elucidated in this study we would
740like to stress the importance of organizational structures that support not only
741the use of the infrastructure, but also the discussion about the proper use of the
742system in the context and the discussion about the goals and values.’’ (Nyvang &

Bygholm, 2004)
744

745Other case studies identified different aspects of infrastructure concerned, for
746example, the delivery of online digital resources (Jones, 2004b) and the provision of
747video conferencing (Kaptelinin & Hedestig, 2004). In both of these cases
748infrastructure was not simply the technology, it concerned organizational support
749and changes in local practice. The case study by Kaptelinin and Hedestig explicitly
750raises the issue of the invisibility of some aspects of the setting (2004). The level of
751analysis of infrastructure was beyond the micro in situ activity of learners and CSCL
752groups and it was more localized and open to influence than macro-level features.
753The approach to technology outlined above points to the need for what we label
754indirect design, so that we can design for learning. This stands in distinction from
755those who argue that we can design learning and learning environments directly.
756The relational view we have of technology and its affordances suggests that
757designers have limited direct control over how their designs are enacted. How
758learners respond to, understand, and enact in relation to any design is a complex
759structuration process that has to be studied in practice. Examples of such studies
760have been given throughout this article and they draw on a wider range of cases
761developed as part of our work that includes Fjuk and Berge (2004); Pilkington and
762Guldberg (2004); Johnsson, Vigmo, Peterson, and Bergviken-Rensfeldt (2004); and
763Bernsteiner and Lehner-Wieternik (2004). In our review of the case studies and
764theoretical work we had undertaken it became clear that there was an underlying
765common theme in relation to design. In order to plan and design for learning in
766CSCL environments some degree of predictability of response to the design is
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767required. Our research showed how contingent factors necessarily reduced design
768capacity in this critical regard. We focused on exactly what we understood to be
769available in terms of design as predictable aspects for planning. We suggest that
770designers within CSCL need to concentrate less on the material aspects of the
771designed artifact and more on the relationships that surround the enactment of the
772design and the mobilization of technologies and artifacts in that enactment along
773with a basic understanding of the role that the technology or infrastructure play in
774the teaching and learning process. This approach might also suggest a flexible
775approach to design in which designed artifacts are thought of as shells, plastic forms
776that incline users to some uses in particular but are available to be taken up in a
777variety of ways and for which the enactment of preferred forms depends upon the
778relationships developed in relation to learning. This may also point towards user-
779centered design methodologies, where designers and users collaborate closely in the
780design process (Kaptelinin & Hedestig, 2004).

781Future Perspectives for CSCL

782Throughout this paper we have tried to indicate where we believe our reflections
783point us in terms of future topics and issues for CSCL research. Overall we have
784argued for a relational approach to our understanding of technology, affordances,
785and infrastructure and we wonder if a network metaphor and an ethical dimension
786to our approach may be necessary. We indicated that the question of how
787technologies simultaneously embed constraining features and express relatively
788fixed properties—including design intentions—and are also brought into use
789contingently in ways related to and reconfigured by users with differing intentions
790in a variety of settings, draws us towards what we describe as a relational approach
791to technology and its affordances and an indirect notion of design. Technology
792within the CSCL tradition has had a relatively narrow focus that places in the
793background issues concerning the politics, policies, institutions, and infrastructures
794in which the processes of CSCL take place. We would argue for a greater focus on
795what we call the meso level of collaborative learning. We would include in this the
796way in which many of the aspects of the settings in which CSCL is enacted are
797beyond the direct control of the individuals and groups involved. Such areas might
798include the way institutions select and implement infrastructures within which CSCL
799will take place, including the use of open source software (Nyvang & Bygholm,
8002004; Svendsen, Ryberg, Nyvang, Semey, Buus, & Dirckinck-Holmfeld, 2005Q3 ). We
801suggest that the concept of technology itself, in particular the use of the term
802‘‘technological artifact,’’ is an area that requires further attention in CSCL research.
803We point in particular to the Web and Internet as large-scale and composite
804technological forms through and in relation to which CSCL now takes place. The
805past ten years have seen CSCL move from an environment in which the Internet
806was a minority concern and the Web only an emerging form, to a time when the
807Internet is becoming ubiquitous and the Web a basic platform.
808Our research points us to a number of ethical questions related to our approach
809to technology. We point to how the condition of trust affects different types of
810relationships, including the weak links identified in network analysis and the strong
811links of community and collaboration. We argue that it is a significant question for
812CSCL whether the designs of networked learning environments have to reflect the
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813trend towards Fnetworked individualism_ or whether CSCL researchers might
814choose to act as a counter practice by offering opportunities for the development
815of collaborative practices. We ask whether CSCL, and education more generally
816perhaps, can or should act as a critical opponent to some of the trends identified in
817the networked society and stand up against ‘‘networked individualism.’’ We ask
818whether CSCL should privilege certain models of learning—for example, networked
819learning or Communities of Practice—and whether such models are more
820productive with respect to learning and under what conditions that might occur.
821We use the example of the continuing professional development of busy
822professionals and wonder if organization through a pedagogical model based on
823relatively weak ties or one based on the strong ties in a community of practice is
824more appropriate. We argue that these are choices that need to be made on the
825basis of CSCL research, which can provide good criteria for selection.
826In this article we have proposed a deepening of approaches already found in
827CSCL, which emphasize a non-dualist and relational approach to understanding
828technologies and their affordances. We have linked this to what we have called a
829meso-level approach that explicitly addresses issues that arise beyond small group
830interaction but sufficiently close to that setting for the features to be open to
831influence and control. We go on to suggest that this approach leads on to an indirect
832approach to design. In our introduction we took issue with recent work in CSCL
833that downplayed the role of technology. In this article we have begun to articulate
834an approach to technology that places technology in a central position but interprets
835it in a particular way. Throughout this article we have not aimed to offer a fully
836developed theory as our thinking is still at a formative stage. Rather, our intention
837has been to identify issues and to begin a process that we believe might lead to
838answers and more fully developed theoretical approaches. We think this approach is
839in keeping with the exploratory and innovative field of CSCL.
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